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Abstract: Wandering is a common behavioral disorder in the community-dwelling elderly. More
than two-thirds of caregivers believe that wandering would cause falls. While physical restraint is a
common measure to address wandering, it could trigger challenging behavior in approximately 80%
of the elderly with dementia. This study aims to develop a virtual restraint using a night monitoring
system (eNightLog) to provide a safe environment for the elderly and mitigate the caregiver burden.
The eNightLog system consisted of remote sensors, including a near infra-red 3D time-of-flight
sensor and ultrawideband sensors. An alarm system was controlled by customized software and
algorithm based on the respiration rate and body posture of the elderly. The performance of the
eNightLog system was evaluated in both single and double bed settings by comparing to that of a
pressure mat and an infrared fence system, under simulated bed-exiting scenarios. The accuracy and
precision for the three systems were 99.0%, 98.8%, 85.9% and 99.2%, 97.8%, 78.6%, respectively. With
higher accuracy, precision, and a lower false alarm rate, eNightLog demonstrated its potential as
an alternative to physical restraint to remedy the workload of the caregivers and the psychological
impact of the elderly.

Keywords: elderly; fall; dementia; wandering; night monitoring; bed exiting; nursing home; ultraw-
ideband radar; remote sensing

1. Introduction

Wandering is a common behavioral disorder that imposes hazards to older adults,
particularly with dementia. Wandering means aimless ambulation in a living facility and
is one of the most common symptoms of dementia. Wandering can also occur in people
who needed assistive devices or wheelchairs [1]. The prevalence of wandering was 17.4%
in community-residing seniors [2], 50% in those with severe dementia [3], and 63% in
community dwellers [4]. It was reported that 70% of the caregivers regarded wandering as
a risk for the care of the patients [5].

Wandering is one of the most exhausting behavioral symptoms for caregivers [6]. Al-
though researchers attempted to investigate wandering from biomedical, psychosocial, and
person–environment interaction perspectives, the etiology of wandering remains poorly
understood. Some literature explained wandering as a dysfunction of spatial perception
and memory [1]. Circadian rhythm disturbances, particularly sleep, have also been investi-
gated as a basis for wandering [7]. From a psychosocial viewpoint, internal discomforts
such as the need for toileting assistance or the need to search for a familiar place or person,
especially when coupled with external factors such as noise, could drive the patient into
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wandering conditions [8]. The risk of falls in wandering individuals is higher than that of
the non-wanderers [9], while the risk of fracture was also doubled in wanderers [10].

Falling is the major contributor to morbidity and mortality induced by wandering,
although dementia could be an independent factor. Studies found that 28% of people aged
over 65 years fall each year [11], while the number increased to 42% for those aged over
75 years [12]. The average rate of falls in the elderly with dementia in nursing homes
was reported as 4.05 falls per year, compared to 2.33 falls per year for the elderly without
dementia [13,14]. Older people with dementia also have a lower recovery rate after a fall
in comparison with those without dementia [15]. Dementia-associated wandering and
falls induce enormous costs in clinical care and elderly service. Limiting elderly people’s
ambulation (restraint) is a widely accepted measure to compromise the short handedness
of supporting staff, which contradicts the promotion of physical activities to combat the
reduction in physical functioning [16].

Restraint is one of the most commonly used measures to address the issues with
wandering and falls. Physical restraint is defined as any device adjacent to or attached to a
person’s body that cannot be easily removed by the person and is deliberately designed
to restrict the person’s freedom of movement and/or prevent the person from accessing
their body normally [17]. Common types of physical restraint used in hospital and nursing
home settings include bilateral bedside rails, trunk restraint, chair-boards composed of
a chair with a fixed tray table [18], boxing gloves, and straitjackets [19]. In Hong Kong,
physical restraint was applied to about 20% of the residents in homes for the elderly, to
minimize the risk of elderly wandering and thus falls [20].

Increasing ethical concerns and negative impacts have been reported on the use of
restraint. Up to 80% of the elderly with dementia developed challenging behaviors with
physical restraint [21]. People in restraints reported negative feelings and psychological
trauma such as helplessness, depression, fear, anger, anxiety, demoralization, and the loss
of dignity [22]. Adverse reactions such as screaming, fighting, and extreme agitation could
be triggered that endangers the person and his/her caregivers [23].

The minimization of physical restraints was enforced by the Joint Commission and
the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) of the United States [24]. For instance, strait-
jacket were less allowed to be used for mentally disabled people [25]. Side rails were
also discouraged since people can go over or be entrapped by the side rails, causing se-
vere injury [26,27]. A new strategy of keeping the patient’s bed in a lower position could
supplement side rails [28].

In summary, we believe that the emergence of technology can support wanderers’
safety and avoid the negative impact of physical restraint by using a virtual restraint.
The overall objective of this study is to develop a noncontact, non-physical restraining
night monitoring system (eNightLog system) that can alert the medical staff of potential
danger of wandering and wandering-induced falls. This could support caregivers and
provide a safe environment for the elderly, although it may not directly prevent falls
from happening. The system’s innovation lies in its ability to identify whether an elderly
person is within the dedicated zones by an algorithm using integrated images and signals
from different sensors to detect potential wandering. Although bed-exiting events may
not necessarily represent wandering, they also require attention from the caregivers. The
system can generate different levels of alert to facilitate the prevention of wandering
and related falls. The rationale for dedicating nighttime is because of the higher chance
of abnormal nighttime behavior and a higher caregiver burden [29,30]. The sensitivity,
specificity, accuracy, and precision of eNightLog were evaluated and compared to the
existing detection system in a controlled laboratory setting.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Development of Night Time Monitoring System (eNightLog)

The eNightlog system was developed using remote sensing approaches for circum-
venting any physical contact, making it considerably less demanding for setup and less
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suspicion of being labeled and monitored. The system consisted of two sensors and a com-
puter unit as main hardware with supporting software and algorithm. The sensors used
include an infra-red 3D time-of-flight (ToF) sensor (Kinect V2 sensor, Microsoft, Redmond,
WA, USA, with its RGB camera in sensor thoroughly concealed), and an Impulse-Radio
Ultra-Wideband (UWB-IR) sensor (Xethru, Novelda, Norway). The UWB-IR sensor was
designed to monitor the respiration rate and sleeping quality and support detection of the
subject’s movement and presence. We collected the respiration rate and sleeping quality
data from the UWB-IR sensor which serve as the presence value in the algorithm. The
software was coded with Microsoft Visual C# (Microsoft, Redmond, WA, USA), and was
designed to support image processing, connectivity, posture and position classification,
alarm, and system configuration.

The system hardware was hidden in the suspended ceiling with a narrow window
to allow emission and receiving of infrared light (Figure 1). As impulse radar signals can
pass through the non-metallic obstacle without a decline in signal quality, no opening
was created in the ceiling tile for it. Privacy and position were the prime factors to be
contemplated in monitoring. The images captured by the 3D ToF sensor were a depth map,
consisting of a two-dimensional array with a width of 512 pixels and a height of 424 pixels
as the size, and the depth values as contents.

Figure 1. The eNightLog system setup concealed in the suspended ceiling with a windowed plastic tile.

If there were occlusions in the line of sight, the information of the overlapping objects
in the rear position would be lost since a depth image was acquired from a single viewpoint,
thus a depth image is normally referred to as 2.5D instead of 3D. In this application, since
the system was ceiling-mounted, the chance of overlapping objects, particularly multiple
subjects, dwindled substantially. The multiple reflection paths which may cause inaccuracy
in the depth map were dramatically curtailed as well. The X, Y pixels, and depth value
were recast to length, width, and height, respectively.

The depth information was converted into greyscale by normalizing the range from
the closest detected object to the farthest detected object. The 3D ToF sensor data were then
revamped into a solid silhouette with contour shading to protect patients’ privacy, making
the images uninterpretable for identification. The system segmented three sets of virtual
boundaries, including the bed zone, leave zone, and boundary zone that acted as virtual
fences for monitoring (Figure 2). In double-bed settings, the zones would not overlap.
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Figure 2. Illustration of three monitor zones, including the bed zone, leave zone, and boundary zone created by eNightLog
system. (Bottom) Three key postures captured by the eNightLog system including (a) sleeping posture; (b) sitting posture;
(c) standing posture.

2.2. Algorithm of Night Time Monitoring System (eNightLog)

The algorithm used the decision tree approach with information from depth map
and boundaries for classifying different positions and status. The status included sleeping,
lying, sitting, standing, exiting, and others. There were different levels of alarm. As shown
in Figure 3, a yellow alarm indicated that the subjects were located between the bed zone
and the leaving zone which represented that the subjects sat on the edge of the bed or stood
by the bed and may be going to exit the bed. A red alarm indicated the subjects departed
the leave zone and crossed the boundary zone. The subjects totally leaving the zones could
represent wandering or other potential risks. In this way, the activities near the bed (leave
zone) would only give rise to the yellow (first level) alarm. Some statuses were used as
internal statuses and thus not displayed.

The primary software functions of the eNightLog were streamed data processing
and state classification. The definitions of parameters used in Algorithms A1 and A2 are
shown in Table 1. Figure 3 shows the fundamental parameters including Dfloor, Dbed, and
Dsleep used in the algorithms. Other parameters in Table 1 were devised according to
the fundamental parameters and corresponding zone area. Algorithm A1 (Appendix A)
utilized depth streaming data to calculate different parameters for determining the different
states and formations of the greyscale image. To calculate the parameters of Pbed zone,
Pleave zone, and Pboundary, we shall find out Doffset and Dfloor first by the Kinect sensor. A
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background reference image B was captured and subtracted to each new image to remove
background stationary objects. At the initial stage, five seconds of streaming data from both
UWB-IR and 3D ToF sensor data were acquired to determine whether any motion occurred
by objects being moved or the presence of the subject in the period, to ensure generating a
background mask. Then, the first frame captured by 3D ToF in the period would be stored
as the background. The parameter F′ was determined by the current frame subtracted
by the stationary background. The parameters including Pdepth, Pabove sleep, Pleave zone,
and Pboundary zone can then be calculated by the pixels in the corresponding extents and
continuously be updated for each new frame acquired. These parameters were then passed
to Algorithm A2 (Appendix A) to determine the state. These parameters were subsequently
stored and would be used to compare with the parameters calculated in the next frame.
With reference to the thresholds of sleep level and boundary, the system can determine the
current position and status of subject. A corresponding alarm is sequentially issued.

Table 1. List of notations and definitions used in the algorithm of eNightLog system.

Notation Definition

F Extract current frame from Kinect depth streaming
B Background frame from Kinect depth streaming without human presence
F′ Frame subtracted from B to remove the stationary background

Dfloor Distance between floor and 3D ToF sensor
Dbed Distance between the bed and 3D ToF sensor
Dsleep Distance between sleep level and 3D ToF sensor

Doffset
Constant value in cm determined by measuring in cm of a person height when lying

on the bed with 2 cm margin added
Pbed zone Number of depth point above sleep level (Dsleep)

Pleave zone Number of depth point within leave zone
Pboundary zone Number of depth point in boundary

Pdepth Number of depth point of current frame = Pbed zone + Pleave zone + Pboundary zone
P′depth Number of depth point of next frame

Mabove sleep level Motion above sleep level detected
Mleave zone Motion in leave zone detected

Mboundary zone Motion in boundary detected
pThmotion Number of change of depth point in the detect zone

Bbpm Breath per minute measured by ultra-wideband impulse radar

Sstate

Current state: ‘sleep locked’, ‘sit’, ‘existing bed’, ‘leave’, ‘others’, ‘both leave’
‘sleep locked’ denotes bed exiting monitoring started.

‘sit’ denotes the subject sit on the bed.
‘exiting bed’ denotes the subject existing bed.

‘leave’ denotes subject left monitor zones.
‘others’ denotes non-monitoring subject (caregiver) entered the monitor zones.

‘both leave’ denotes non-monitoring subject (caregiver), and the subject left monitor zones.
S′state Previous state

pThabove sleep level The threshold of depth point above sleep for distinguishing lying and sitting
pThleave zone The threshold of depth point in leave zone for determining subject entering leave zone
pThboundary The threshold of depth point in the boundary for determining subject moving in/out boundary zone

In this study, only exiting and other status were involved in the study design and per-
formance evaluation with a conventional bed-exiting detection device, including pressure
mat and infrared fence. An alert with a corresponding timestamp was issued and sent
when a person was exiting or entering the bedside zone. We expected that the alert will
be generated promptly because the system was a lightweight algorithm architecture. Two
computers were running software locally for recording, display status, and alarming. The
status and alarm data were sent in the form of network message attachment with status
and timestamp to corresponding servers for data storage using Network-attached storage
(NAS) and visualization in a local computer network in this validation study.
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Figure 3. Main parameters used in eNightLog monitoring zone.

The silhouette formatted video frame rate was set at six frames per second for the two
laboratory studies. The experimenter may mislabel the status due to the complexity of the
scenarios and the lengthy process. Therefore, videos were recorded using a camcorder in
laboratory experiment studies to provide redundancy ground truth. Data analysis panel
software was developed for data visualization and manual confirmation of the status by
studying both the videos and the status stored together.

2.3. Control (Physical Bed Exiting Detection System)

As shown in Figure 4, a conventional bed exiting detection system (CBD), infrared
fence, and pressure mat was employed to compare the performance with eNightLog in
the single-bed settings. The conventional system comprised of pressure mat (WarmCare,
Pressure Pad for Contin Model WCP-B365-NC20, China) and infrared sensor (RS Pro Retro-
reflective Photoelectric Sensor 4m Detection range NPN & PNP = NC\No IP67 Barrel Style,
Radionics Ltd., Dublin, Ireland). The sensors were connected to Arduino board (Arduino
Corp., Somerville, MA, USA) for reading status change while generating a timestamp, and
linked to a Raspberry Pi single board IoT computer (Raspberry Pi Foundation, Cambridge,
UK), which acted as the server for eNightLog and the conventional bed exiting detection
system to record the status and time stamp for repository. A specific sequence of signal
changes from both pressure mat and infrared sensor must be observed to determine
whether the subjects were getting off the bed. Both the pressure mat and the infrared sensor
would display an on-status whenever the subject sat on the bed side. The pressure mat
would display an off-status as the subjects stood up, and subsequently, the infrared sensor
would display an off-status as subjects exited the monitored zone.

A camcorder (DCR-SR42, Hard Disk Drive Handycam Camcorder, Sony, Tokyo, Japan)
was used to record all activities and the screen of the monitor for analysis. This would help
classify the status when the serial status change was occurring within a very short period
of time in the conventional bed exiting system.
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Figure 4. The hardware configuration of the conventional bed exiting detection system.

2.4. Evaluation of eNightLog System
2.4.1. Participants

The experiments consisted of a single-bed setting and double-bed setting tests. For
the single-bed setting test, a total of 30 healthy young subjects were recruited for the test,
including 17 males. The average age for males was 23.5 ± 2.4 years while that of females
was 23.0 ± 2.6 years. The average height was 175.2 ± 4.5 cm for males and 157.2 ± 4.1 cm
for females.

For the double-bed setting test, there were 30 more healthy participants recruited in
the experiment which played an interferer role in the experiment. The average age of these
subjects is 23.4 ± 8.4 years for males (13), and 21.6 ± 5.7 years for females (17). The average
height was 172.3 ± 5.7 cm for males and 157.3 ± 5.3 cm for females.

All subjects reported no physical disabilities or chronic disease. All subjects were
recruited consecutively in the authors’ institution. The human subject experiment protocol
for this study was reviewed and approved by The Human Subjects Ethics Sub-committee
from The Hong Kong Polytechnic University (No. HSEARS20171019005). The written and
informed consent were obtained from all participants.

2.4.2. System Setup and Bed Setting

For the single-bed setting, the evaluation and the setup of the eNightLog system and
the control were conducted simultaneously. An electric rehabilitation bed (length = 196 cm,
width = 90 cm, height of bed surface = 55 cm) was positioned under the monitor zone
of the eNightLog system. The sensors of eNightLog system was placed 270 cm above
ground level (Figure 5). On the other hand, the pressure mat was placed on the bed where
the subject was lying. The position of the pressure mat was checked and adjusted to the
initial position in each trial. The infrared sensor was set up on the left side of the bed,
where the subject could only enter or exit the bed in that direction. Two monitors were
installed to display the status and changes corresponding to the eNightLog system and
the conventional bed exiting detection system. In addition, a camcorder was set to record
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the subject’s activities and the monitor screens. An observer was to instruct the subject
to perform activities predefined in a protocol. The observer also recorded the time when
bed-exiting occurred by pressing the control button on a tablet.

In the double-bed setting, only the two eNightLog systems were installed on each
bed to access its ability to overcome interference from other subjects or visitors. The CBD
was not intervened in the double-bed setting. The bed size and the bed placement were
arranged in diagonal corners (as shown in Figure 6) according to that of a private hostel
for the elderly with dementia to simulate a realistic setting. The other two corners were
mimicked as the toilet entry and the room entry, respectively. If the subjects were exiting,
they must pass through the different monitoring zones of the eNightLog systems (Figure 6).

The two wooden beds with dimensions of length 196 cm, width 90 cm, and height
38 cm were set under the full monitoring bed zones of the two eNightLog systems. The
sensors of eNightLog systems were installed 230 cm above ground level supported by two
aluminum racks, which simulated the suspended ceiling position for the elderly hostel to
install the system. Two eNightLog systems were wirelessly connected to the IoT server
responsible for managing and forwarding system messages. The software would display
the subjects’ status monitored by the two eNightLog systems (Figure 7). Additionally, the
camcorder was set to record activities within the room as the ground truth for data checking.
An observer instructed the subjects to perform activities formulated by a modified protocol
from the single-bed setting detailed in the next section. Silhouette formatted videos
generated from two eNightLog systems were regarded as another reference.

Figure 5. Setup of the experiment for eNightLog evaluation.
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Figure 6. (a) Simulated double-bed setting with tapes on the ground to denote the walls and entries; (b) The actual
double-bed room in the hostel served as the setting in this experiment.

Figure 7. Simulated double bed experiment equipment setup.
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2.4.3. Procedures and Protocols

For the single-bed setting, we simulated nine bed-time activity scenarios according
to experience and information given by the hostel’s caregivers. The background of each
scenario and details of the activities involved in each scenario are shown in Tables 2 and 3.

Table 2. Simulated bedtime activity scenario.

Scenario Purpose of Simulation

Sc1 Simple scenario—Simulates the process of walking in, sleeping, waking up and
exiting bed without any interruption or physical activities.

Sc2 General scenario—Based on the first scenario with the addition of rolling over on
bed, which is the most common activity during sleep.

Sc3
Urination scenario—Simulates when the sleeping process was interrupted by the

need to go to toilet. Subject was required to leave the monitored zone and return to
bed. It leaded to generating bed-exiting record twice.

Sc4 Drinking scenario—Stimulates when the sleeping process was interrupted by
picking up a glass of water to drink and return to sleep without exiting the bed.

Sc5
Use of device scenario—Simulates when the sleeping process was interrupted by

picking up a remote control or other device to switch on/off electrical appliance and
return to sleep without exiting the bed.

Sc6 Blockage of nasal cavity scenario—Simulates when the sleeping process was interrupted
by waking up to sneeze, clean up and return to sleep without exiting the bed.

Sc7
Caregiver helping scenario—Simulates when a caregiver supported walking and
transferring to bed, and later visited to check on the subject. At the end, subject

woke up and left the bed without caregiver’s assistance.

Sc8
Caregiver checking scenario—Simulates when the sleeping process was interrupted
by a caregiver visiting, checking, and exiting. At the end, subject woke up and left

the bed without caregiver’s assistance.

Sc9 Cough scenario—Simulates the sleeping process interrupted by waking up for
coughing, drinking from a glass of water and return to sleep without exiting the bed.

Sc denotes scenario.

Each subject was required to read and remember the steps of each scenario. Subjects
were asked to perform each scenario three times. The observer would remind the subjects
if necessary. Each scenario was randomly picked to form a unique sequence of scenarios
for each subject by the observer. A total of 27 trials (9 scenarios × 3 times) were performed
by each subject. Since Sc3 consisted of two bed-exiting moves, the total number of activities
for evaluation was 900 (9 + 1 scenario moves × 3 times × 30 subjects).

For the double-bed setting, we modified three simulated bed-time activity scenarios
(Sc3, Sc7, and Sc8) to fit the double-bed room setting as shown in Table 4. Those scenar-
ios were designed to simulate the interference of other individuals including subjects of
the other bed or caregivers. The systems would only identify the targeted subject while
the other individuals were recognized as visitors. A pair of subjects were randomly and
independently assigned to the double-bed scenarios. However, the combination of sce-
narios among the two subjects would not be repeated. Therefore, there was a total of
45 combinations of scenarios (i.e., a summation series towards 9). Since Sc3 had one more
additional bed-exiting move and it appeared ten times in the combination, the total number
of moves for each pair was 300 (3 trials× 45 combinations× 2 paired-subject + 3 trials× 10
additional moves by Sc3). Therefore, the total number of moves was 4500 (300 × 15 pairs).
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Table 3. Nine different scenarios in the experiment. Row number denotes the step in each scenario to be followed.

Sc1 Sc2 Sc3 Sc4 Sc5 Sc6 Sc7 Sc8 Sc9

1 Walk in Walk in Walk in Walk in Walk in Walk in Walk in with caregiver Walk in Walk in
2 Sit on bed Sit on bed Sit on bed Sit on bed Sit on bed Sit on bed Sit on bed Sit on bed Sit on bed
3 Move to centre Move to centre Move to centre Move to centre Move to centre Move to centre Move to centre Move to centre Move to centre
4 Lying Lying Lying Lying Lying Lying Lying Lying Lying
5 Cover with quilt Cover with quilt Cover with quilt Cover with quilt Cover with quilt Cover with quilt Cover with quilt Cover with quilt Cover with quilt
6 Sleep Sleep Sleep Sleep Sleep Sleep Caregiver check Sleep Sleep
7 Wake up Roll over Roll over Roll over Roll over Roll over Caregiver leave Visitor walk in check Roll over
8 Flip over quilt Wake up Wake up Wake up Wake up Difficult breathing Sleep Visitor leave Itchy throat
9 Sit on bed Flip over quilt Flip over quilt Flip over quilt Flip over quilt Wake up Visitor walk in check Sleep Wake up

10 Move to edge Sit on bed Sit on bed Sit on bed Sit/lay on bed Sit on bed Visitor leave Wake up Cough
11 Stand up Move to edge Move to edge Drink water Use of device Sneeze/cough Sleep Flip over quilt Drink water
12 Leave bed Stand up Stand up Sleep Sleep Sleep Wake up Sit on bed Sleep
13 Leave bed Leave bed Roll over Roll over Roll over Flip over quilt Move to edge Roll over
14 Repeat step 1 to 13 Wake up Wake up Wake up Sit on bed Stand up Wake up
15 Sit on bed Sit on bed Sit on bed Move to edge Leave bed Sit on bed
16 Move to edge Move to edge Move to edge Stand up Move to edge
17 Stand up Stand up Stand up Leave bed Stand up
18 Leave bed Leave bed Leave bed Leave bed

Sc denotes scenario.

Table 4. Modified stimulated bed-time activity scenario.

Scenario Purpose of Simulation

Sc3 Urination scenario—Simulates when the sleeping process was interrupted by the need to go to toilet. Subject was required to leave the monitored zone,
enter and exit the other monitored zone, and then return to bed. It leaded to generating bed-exiting record twice.

Sc7 Caregiver helping scenario—Simulates when a caregiver supported walking and transferring to bed, and later visited to check on both subjects before
returning to the door location. At the end, subject woke up and left the bed without caregiver’s assistance.

Sc8 Caregiver checking scenario—Simulates when the sleeping process was interrupted by a caregiver visiting, checking and exiting. The caregiver was
required to check on both subjects before returning to door location. At the end, subjects woke up and left the bed without caregiver’s assistance.

Sc denotes scenario.
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2.4.4. Evaluation

The systems recorded all bed-exiting activities and marked the timestamps. A con-
firmed event of bed-exiting activities was asserted by the observer. Only one marking
would be made on each scenario move even though multiple false alarms on a single
scenario move could be possible. A true activity means the actual activity was detected cor-
rectly by the system; whereas, a false activity means activity detected by the system without
a corresponding actual event occurred. The detection metrics are defined as follows:

• True Positive (TP): The system correctly detected a true bed-exiting move.
• False Positive (FP): The system incorrectly detected a false bed-exiting move.
• True Negative (TN): The system correctly recognized a non-bed-exiting move.
• False Negative (FN): The system incorrectly recognized a non-bed-exiting move.

To evaluate the performance of both systems on bed-exiting detection, the accuracy,
precision, sensitivity, and specificity were calculated by the Equations (1)–(4).

Sensitivity =
TP

TP + FN
× 100% (1)

Speci f icity =
TN

TN + FP
× 100% (2)

Accuracy =
TP + TN

TP + TN + FP + FN
× 100% (3)

Precision =
TP

TP + FP
× 100% (4)

Sensitivity is the percentage of all actual activities correctly detected. Specificity is the
percentage of correctly not detected activities when no activity occurred. Accuracy mea-
sures how good of the ability differentiation the correctly detected and not detected the ac-
tivity. Precision indicates the ability to correctly detected activity, which is an actual activity.

3. Results

During the two laboratory experiments, all frames were analyzed along with the video
captured as ground truth. In the single- and double-bed experiments, there were altogether
900 and 4500 bed-exiting performed, respectively. Table 5 shows a detailed overview of the
two experiment results and presents the sensitivity, specification, accuracy, and precision
for eNightLog and the control.

Table 5. Bed exiting event recognition results and evaluation results.

Setting and Outcome Single Bed Study Single Bed Study Double Bed Study

Device CBD eNightLog eNightLog
Total number of events detected 1800 1800 9000

True Positive (TP) 890 889 4495
True Negative (TN) 657 893 4400
False Positive (FP) 243 7 100

False Negative (FN) 10 11 5
Accuracy 85.9% 99.0% 98.8%
Precision 78.6% 99.2% 97.8%

Sensitivity 98.9% 98.8% 99.9%
Specificity 73.0% 99.2% 97.8%

CBD denotes conventional bed exiting detection system.

The accuracy of eNightLog of the bed-exiting event in the experiments was higher
than 98.8% in both settings, indicating excellent accuracy. The accuracy of the double-bed
study was slightly lower than that of the single-bed study.
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On the other hand, the accuracy of eNightLog in both settings was still remarkably
higher than that of CBD-coupled bed-exiting detection system. In addition, eNightLog
outperformed CBD in terms of specificity and precision.

4. Discussion

Controlling false alarms is actually of paramount importance in caring. The high
accuracy, high precision, and low false alarm rate in this study showed the potential of
the eNightLog in clinical and home applications. Exiting study suggested that the low
specificity of the pressure sensor or the CBD triggered a lot of false alarms [31]. This
would lead to alarm fatigue that hindered long-term fall prevention. Pressure sensors also
required constant maintenance, and repositioning [31], thus greatly increasing caregivers’
workload. In addition, audible alarms could cause distress to residents, especially those
with cognitive impairment [32]. In terms of sensitivity and false negatives, the CBD system
and eNightLog performed similarly well in the single-bed study. Both systems achieved
high performance in correctly recognizing bed-exiting event. This is particularly important
for preventing wandering and injury. In hostels, beds are normally aligned with the head
close to the wall and even distributed space between beds with ample space. Full bed-
length fences are installed on the side of the bed to prevent the elderly from falling out and
colliding with other residents. However, in land-scarce cities like Hong Kong, irregular
alignment in beds is common, particularly for private hostels. The two-bed setting in this
study was imitating a real hostel’s two-bed room. The two beds were not aligned on the
same side but parked in two opposite corners to maximize the separation. Elderly people
on the inner bed would pass through the bed zone of the other bed that is likely trigger a
false alarm of the infrared fence. The number of false alarms in the CBD system, therefore,
is expected to be much higher.

There was a 2.8-fold increase (from 7/1800 to 100/9000) in the number of false alarms
of the eNightLog system from the single-bed to the double-bed setting. Apparently, visitor
and neighbor activities considerably interfered with system recognition that explained
why the double-bed setting had slightly lower accuracy, precision, and specificity. In a real
hostel, multiple beds in the same room are even more common. Previous studies showed
that the use of cameras in elderly people’s living environment raised privacy concerns [33].
We believed that detecting the positions on the bed and bed lifts was sufficient to trace
whether subjects were within the dedicated area and compromised with the privacy issue.
In additions, we introduced a top view video using raw data from 3D time of flight sensor to
produce an image in form of solid silhouette with contour shading (Figure 2c) and coalesce
into a video. Although a silhouette image might enable identification, body features, facial
and clothing features were masked and could not be used for personal identification. This
processed video could pave the way for wandering detection with sufficient privacy in the
clinical experiment in the future study.

It shall be noted that our current system focused on the presence of the elderly in the
zones to identify bed-exiting activities and produce appropriate alarms. Although our
research was dedicated to elderly people wandering, any bed-exiting activities should also
require attention. Current detection strategies focused on a subject who stands, sits, lies, in
a position in an ideal location of the 3D time flight sensor’s field of vision, while the real
conditions vary and are more dynamic. For instance, caregivers or the elderly could use
wheelchairs and walking aids. These items could be occasionally left inside the monitor
zone, misleading the system to recognizing a human’s presence. Line of slight could also
be temporarily blocked by movable furniture. The system may also track caregivers or
movable items instead of the targeted subject. Wearable devices for caregiver could be
used for the system to facilitate better identification. The array of 3D time-of-flight sensors
could also mitigate this problem. It is, however, more challenging to implement.

UWB-IR sensor in eNightLog was used for detecting small vibrations such as breath-
ing, which was also exploited for supporting elderly presence detection and improved the
detection. This could reduce the problem of obstacles. Some studies attempted to integrate
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pressure sensors and depth sensors to identify a subject’s posture and body build [34].
Among different sensors used to detect human presence, activities, and vital signs, UWB-IR
can produce these measurements through walls and furniture [35]. It also does not have a
problem with privacy or removal of wearable vital sign-monitoring devices by the wearer.
It can detect posture changes and could possibly for detection bed-exiting [36].

Table 6 shows the performance comparison among the different systems used in
previous studies. Among these studies, eNightLog outperformed all others in accuracy
and precision compared to realistic simulated scenarios. Sensitivity was almost the same
as the CBD system in this study. Intriguingly, eNightLog had similar specificity compared
to existing systems using a pressure mat, infrared fence, and multiple pressure mat, and
thermal array with the ultrasonic sensor. However, existing studies did not simulate differ-
ent types of bed-exiting events. The CDB in this study has significantly lower specificity
than the infrared fence and multiple pressure mats system because of the visitor-checking
and subject-rolling-over scenarios. Although pressure sensors and infrared are good alter-
natives without tight physical constraints, the effectiveness of infrared bed-exiting sensors
and pressure mat for alerting bed-exiting was of particular concerned. The U.S. Food
and Drug Administration (FDA) has received plenty of reports on false and incorrect
alarms [37]. Infrared bed exiting sensors and pressure mats can be integrated to improve
sensitivity that is as yet unsuccessful [37]. In addition, elderly can easily spot the devices,
giving them a strong negative feeling of being monitored.

Table 6. Comparison with different studies for posture and bedside event recognition.

Sensor(s) Source Accuracy Precision Sensitivity Specificity

Infrared fence [38] N/A N/A 85.3% 96.2%
Pressure mat [38] N/A N/A 90.4% 99.3%

Pressure sensor [39] N/A N/A 96% 95.5%
CBD This study 85.9% 78.6% 98.9% 73.0%

Infrared fence and
multiple pressure mats [38] N/A N/A 92.3% 99.4%

Thermal array and
ultrasonic sensor [40] 95.5% 93.8% 71.4% 99.3%

RFID [31] N/A N/A 93.8% 90.8%
Kinect [41] # 98.8% N/A N/A N/A

eNightLog This study * 99.0% 99.2% 98.8% 99.2%
# Patient get up from the bed event; * Single bed laboratory setting. CBD—conventional bed exiting detection system.

Telecare products, including sensors and location devices, which help manage wander
walking are increasingly common facilities in hostels. Position-change alarm products,
including chair and bed sensor pads, bedside alarm mats, alarms clipped to a resident’s
clothing, seatbelt alarms, and infrared bed-exiting alarm, are essential to alerting caregivers
in cases of bed-exiting. In fact, these devices are now acting as a form of restraint. It helps
the caregiver restrict people to exit certain areas by alerting them to stop the elderly in
time which may also be referred to as virtual restraint. The virtual restraint devices are
mostly audible to the residents in the hostel. It might have unintended consequences of
inhibiting freedom of movement. The residents may be afraid to set off the alarm that
could be a nuisance to other residents or staff, restricting their physical motion. Negative
potential outcomes may still occur such as loss of dignity, decreased mobility, bowel and
bladder incontinence, sleep disturbances, confusion, fear, agitation, anxiety, or irritation in
response to the sound of the alarm as a warning for escape [20], leading to an ethical issue
on restrictions of freedom of the elderly with dementia.

eNightLog was designed to avoid using any form of informative alarm to be recog-
nized by the elderly. An alarm or warning was sent to the nurse station or caregivers’
mobile device without creating unnecessary alarm sound to all residents. It can also pro-
vide a vibration alarm to the caregivers through the mobile device. Auto-playing of
voice-based alarms will be introduced after training sessions for the hostel where the field
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study is planned to be conducted. eNightLog can further improve its performance with
the wearable device and deep learning technique. A simple wearable device composed of
accelerators can provide posture information and recognize fall events [42]. The system
can verify posture and moving speed from the wearable device, which can be attached
or embedded into clothing. In fact, the wearable device can provide a range of functions
and measurements, including reminders of scheduled tasks, measurement of core and skin
body temperature, heart rate, respiration rate, blood pressure, and urine volume. This
information is crucial for caregivers and physicians to offer better care. eNightLog’s image
can potentially provide a range of possible further development such as fall detection
in the bedside zone, a fall out of a bed, sleeping quality study (including frequency of
rolling over on the bed), and periodic movement from leg [43]. Since the virtual fence
zone of eNightLog is adjustable, minor changes to bed position and height can be easily
accommodated without hardware reinstallation. eNightLog can also be linked with a
lighting and door access system to further support the elderly who wake up at night.
Recently, the convolution neural network has been studied to predict bed exiting according
to in-bed behavior [44]. With the deep learning technique, the false alarm rate could be
further reduced. Indeed, the deep learning technique can further provide information on
various in-bed behaviours such as sleeping disorders. In addition, the caregiver activities
and performance could be possibly derived, such as time to respond to the event.

The 3D ToF sensor mounted at height 2.3 m and 2.7 m were investigated. The eNight-
Log system sensor must be set above 2.2 m to ensure coverage of the full body and
periphery for collecting sufficient data to determine subject status and posture. Sensors
with a wider angle of view could be used to replace the current sensor in monitoring
double deck bed or hanging bed. Alternatively, the algorithm could be modified so that
the system could be installed onto the wall. It will give more flexibility for installation at
home. In Hong Kong, most of the hostel residents are not arranged with a single room
because of the cost and property size. It is not uncommon for four or more residents to
share the same room. Night wandering of roommates and hostel staff members’ regular
visits could unintentionally trigger the alarm. False alarm rate could be minimized by
aligning the bed to limit ways from getting off the bed. However, with a highly dense
living environment and hostels converted from buildings for other purposes, non-aligned
settings were common. Therefore, further study on different bed position combinations
should be conducted.

On the other hand, it is also possible to monitor two subjects with a single 3D ToF
sensor by installing the system well-above 3m. However, it involved completely rewriting
the current algorithm, which currently cannot track multiple subjects lying on the bed(s)
with a single sensor. The silhouette image or video clip can be replaced by an avatar for
enhancing protection of privacy. The image and video clip can be substituted with the
detailed status sign to further preserve privacy. A longitudinal study in multiple centers
will be conducted to evaluate the system performance further. The images collated could
be further used to develop the deep learning algorithm to improve the accuracy in future
field study and identify more status or behavior that requires monitor.

5. Conclusions

The ageing population already draws great attention because of the tremendous im-
pact on economics and social burden, particularly with many elderly people living with
dementia and consequences of fall injuries. Physical and chemical restraints are the most
common measures to tackle these problems. However, ethical issues and effectiveness are
growing concerns. It is very demanded to prevent someone from wandering or indepen-
dently bed-exiting without physical restraint or chemical restraint. However, it is still a
necessary measure for preventing patient’s night activities and fall. Virtual restraint is a
good alternative. Existing systems have various limitations and thus cannot be widely and
reliably used.
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The eNightLog system was successfully developed with high sensitivity and speci-
ficity to tackle the aforementioned restraint approaches’ problems. It was designed to
support monitoring at night in the nursing home, which currently suffer from the ageing of
caregivers, lack of sufficient night-shift staff, and a dramatic increase in demand for demen-
tia service. It also supports the night-shift staff members to monitor all elderly people with
a round-the-clock check on elderly status, preventing night wandering and eliminating
regular setup of bed-exiting monitor devices. It also minimized infringement on the privacy
of monitored elderly people by using silhouette images. It does not require mounting of
any sensors on the body or clothes of the elderly people monitored. Our studies found
that it outperformed existing products with similar purposes or other devices in similar
studies. It has potential for other applications such as in sleeping disorder monitoring and
being connected to other environmental control devices as a new element of the smart
home. Elderly health monitoring is equally important to behaviour monitoring. Some
health issues could relate to sleep disturbance or behaviour [45]. The system can be en-
hanced by integration with different health monitoring, such as snoring [46] and coughing
monitoring [47]. We assumed that elderly and young people performed similar movement
during bed exiting in this laboratory-based investigation despite that the young subjects
could have generally higher speed and level of activity. In fact, we are currently expanding
our work regarding elderly people to optimize the system. Further development using
different sensors and learning algorithms may extend its potential to other applications.
Regardless of the physical and mental condition of the elderly, they deserve a safe and
comfortable sleeping environment. eNightLog system is a step towards this goal.

6. Patents

The eNightLog has filed a Chinese application invention patent and has been pub-
lished (No.201710706823.X).
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Algorithm A1 Streamed data processing

1. Input: F, Dfloor, Doffset, Dbed
2. Output: Pbed zone, Pleave zone, Pboundary
3. F = Extract Kinect depth streamed data
4. Convert F to grey scale image
5. Determine Dfloor and Dbed by reading Kinect sensor
6. Dsleep = Dbed − Doffset
7. Repeat // Setup loop
8. B = Extract one frame from Kinect depth streaming to background buffer
9. Until no motion in 5 seconds period time
10. Repeat // Main loop
11. Bbpm = UWB-IR sensor reading
12. Resultant frame F′ = F − B
13. Pdepth = count the pixels with value
14. Pbed zone = count the pixels with value above Dsleep in bed region from F′

15. Pleave zone = count the pixels with value above Dfloor in leave zone from F′

16. Pboundary = count the pixels with value above Dfloor in boundary from F′

17. Pdepth = Pabove sleep + Pleave zone + Pboundary zone
18. Call (Algorithm A2)
19. P′depth = Pdepth
20. P′bed zone = Pbed zone
21. P′leave zone = Pleave zone
22. P′boundary = Pboundary
23. Until break

Algorithm A2 State determination

1. Input: Pbed zone, Pleave zone, Pboundary, Bbpm, Pdepth, P′depth, pThmotion, S′state
2. Output: Sstate
3. If ((Pdepth − P′depth ≤ pThmotion) or S′state = ‘others’) and Pboundary = 0 and Pbed zone = 0
and Pleave zone = 0 and Bbpm > 0
4. Sstate = ‘sleep locked’
5. Else
6. If Pbed zone > pThabove sleep level and Pleave zone < pTHleave zone
7. Sstate = ‘sit’
8. break
9. If Pleave zone > pTHleave zone and Pbed zone < pThabove sit level
10. Sstate = ‘exiting bed’
11. break
12. If S′state = ‘exiting bed’ and Pleave zone = 0 and Pbed zone = 0
13. Sstate = ‘leave’
14. break
15. If Not (S′state = ‘leave’) and Pboundary > pThboundary
16. Sstate = ‘others’
17. break
18. If S′state = ‘others’ and Pleave zone = 0 and Pbed zone = 0 and Pboundary = 0 and Bbpm = 0

Sstate = ‘both leave’
Break

19. endif
20. S′state = SState\
21. Display status
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